Introduction
Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [1, 15] enables significant improvements in power and energy efficiency of modern processors. With DVFS support, a processor can alter its performance and power consumption on the fly by changing its frequency and supply voltage. This ability allows the processor to continuously adapt to dynamically changing application characteristics.
Exploiting the full potential of DVFS requires accurate performance and power prediction. If the processor can accurately predict what its performance and power consumption would be at any operating point, it can switch to the optimal operating point for any efficiency metric (e.g., energy or energy-delay-squared).
Existing DVFS performance predictors, however, fail to accurately predict performance under frequency scaling due to their unrealistic view of the off-chip memory system. Recently, two DVFS performance predictors have been proposed: leading loads [12, 20, 34] 1 and stall time [12, 20] . Both assume a linear DVFS performance model, which, as we show in Section 3.2, does not model the performance effects of prefetching. In addition, leading loads was inspired by a simplified constant access latency view of memory and breaks down when confronted with a more realistic variable latency memory system. Figure 1 illustrates how the fraction of potential energy savings 2 actually realized by leading loads and stall time on memory-intensive workloads decreases as we increase the realism of the modeled memory system.
In this paper, we propose CRIT+BW, the first DVFS performance predictor for an out-of-order processor with a realistic DRAM system and a streaming prefetcher. We focus on the realism of the memory system because the effect of chip frequency scaling on performance depends largely on memory system behavior (as described in Section 2.2). Therefore, any DVFS performance predictor must be designed for and evaluated with a realistic memory system.
We develop CRIT+BW in two steps. First, we address variable memory access latency-a key characteristic of modern DRAM systems ignored by leading loads. To this end, we design CRIT, a DVFS 1 These three works propose very similar techniques. We use the name "leading loads" from Rountree et al. [34] for all three proposals.
2 Section 4.3 describes the dynamic optimal DVFS policy used to calculate potential energy savings. performance predictor that accounts for variable memory access latency. The key idea is to predict the memory component of execution time by measuring the critical path through memory requests (hence the name "CRIT"). Second, we show that in the presence of prefetching, performance may be limited by achievable DRAM bandwidth-an effect ignored in the linear DVFS performance model used by leading loads and stall time. We develop a new limited bandwidth DVFS performance model that accounts for this effect and extend CRIT to use this performance model; CRIT+BW is the result ("BW" is shorthand for "bandwidth").
We evaluate CRIT+BW on an out-of-order processor capable of scaling the chip frequency from 1.5 GHz to 4.5 GHz, featuring a streaming prefetcher and a modern 800 MHz DDR3 SDRAM memory system. Across SPEC 2006, CRIT+BW realizes 65% of potential energy savings, compared to 34% for stall time and 12% for leading loads.
Background

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [1, 15] helps increase power and energy efficiency of modern processors. DVFS does so by allowing the processor to switch between operating points (voltage/frequency combinations) at runtime. This capability gives rise to the problem of choosing the optimal operating point at runtime.
Traditionally, DVFS has been applied at the chip level only; recently, however, other DVFS domains have been proposed. David et al. [9] propose DVFS for off-chip memory and Intel's Westmere [23] supports multiple voltage/clock domains inside the chip. In this work, we focus on chip level DVFS.
DVFS Performance and Power Prediction
Estimating the performance impact of changing the chip's operating point is critical to choosing the optimal operating point. Which operating point is optimal depends on the chosen efficiency metric, e.g., energy or energy-delay-squared. All commonly used efficiency metrics are functions of execution time and power. Hence, choosing an optimal operating point requires a prediction of both performance and power at each of the available operating points. In this paper, we focus on performance prediction. Predicting performance at different chip frequencies is made particularly difficult by the interaction between frequency scaling and the memory system's effect on performance. While memory latencies (as measured in seconds) are not affected by chip frequency scaling, they do scale with chip frequency in terms of processor cycles. The impact of these delay fluctuations on processor performance depends on the application, which further complicates DVFS performance prediction.
A DVFS performance predictor generally employs a performance model that predicts performance across a range of frequencies based on parameters measured at runtime. Specifically, the predictor measures these parameters during an execution interval and feeds them into the performance model to produce a performance estimate for every available frequency. These estimates, together with the corresponding power estimates, are then used to select the estimated optimal operating point for the next execution interval. Once the next execution interval ends, the process repeats.
Most published DVFS performance predictors [5-8, 10, 25, 29 ] rely on existing performance counters as inputs to their performance models. Many [5] [6] [7] [8] 25 ] use statistical regression analyses to correlate measured parameters with observed performance. An alternative approach is to design new hardware counters based on insight into the microarchitectural effects of frequency scaling, as done by the leading loads and stall time mechanisms described below. 2.2.1. Leading Loads. Leading loads [12, 20, 34] is a state-of-theart DVFS performance predictor for out-of-order processors. The leading loads predictor was designed based on two simplifying assumptions about the memory system: 1. all memory requests have the same latency, and 2. after an instruction fetch or a data load misses in the last level cache and generates a memory request, the processor continues to execute but eventually runs out of ready instructions and stalls before the memory request returns. Figure 2 shows the abstract view of execution implied by these assumptions. In this view, the out-of-order processor splits its time between two alternating phases: compute and memory. In the compute phase, the processor runs without generating any memory requests due to instruction fetches or data loads. As soon as the processor generates the first such memory request, the compute phase ends and the memory phase begins. At first, the out-of-order processor continues to execute instructions independent of the original memory request and may generate more memory requests. Eventually, however, the processor runs out of ready instructions and stalls. Since the processor generated the memory requests at roughly the same time, and the memory requests have the same latencies, they return data to the chip at about the same time as well. As soon as the first memory request returns, the memory phase ends and another compute phase begins.
This two-phase view of execution predicts a linear relationship between execution time T and chip cycle time t. To show this, we let
where T compute denotes the total length of the compute phases and T memory denotes the total length of the memory phases. As t changes due to DVFS, the number of cycles C compute the chip spends in compute phases stays constant; hence
Meanwhile, T memory remains constant for every frequency. Thus, given measurements of C compute and T memory at any cycle time, we can predict execution time at any other cycle time:
(1) Figure 3 illustrates this linear model. Leading loads introduces a hardware counter that continually accumulates T memory . In each memory phase, the latency of the first memory request generated by a load is added to the counter; hence the name "leading loads." To estimate C compute , leading loads employs existing performance counters to measure T (t) and calculates
Note that, even though leading loads is derived from a simplified constant access latency view of memory, the mechanism can still be applied to more realistic memory systems. Unlike leading loads, the stall time predictor is not based on an abstract view of execution. The connection between retirement stalls due to memory accesses and T memory is intuitive but not mathematically precise.
Realistic Memory System Architecture
Modern memory systems employ dynamic random access memory (DRAM) and streaming prefetching. 2.3.1. DRAM. In modern DRAM systems, contrary to leading loads' simplified constant access latency view of memory, memory request latency varies based on the addresses of the access stream [28] . Every memory address is statically mapped to one of several memory banks and one of many rows within its bank. Requests that map to different banks can be serviced in parallel, while those that map to the same bank have to be serviced serially. Among requests mapped to the same bank, requests that map to the same row, a 2-8 KB aligned block of memory, can be serviced faster than those that map to different rows. Memory request latencies also vary due to their wait time in the memory controller's queues. 2.3.2. Streaming Prefetcher. Streaming prefetchers are used in many commercial processors [2, 16, 24] and can greatly improve performance of memory intensive applications that stream through contiguous data arrays. Streaming prefetchers do so by detecting memory access streams and generating memory requests for data the processor will request further down stream. A well-performing streaming prefetcher significantly increases processor demand for memory bandwidth.
DVFS Performance Prediction on Realistic Memory Systems
We develop CRIT+BW, our DVFS performance predictor for realistic memory systems, in two steps. First, we design CRIT, a DVFS performance predictor for a processor with a realistic DRAM system but no prefetcher. Like leading loads and stall time, CRIT measures the memory component of execution time within the confines of the linear DVFS performance model.
Second, we extend CRIT to account for performance effects of prefetching. We show that timely prefetching exposes the limiting effect of memory bandwidth on performance and develop a new DVFS performance model that accounts for this effect. The complete CRIT+BW predictor consists of the limited bandwidth DVFS performance model and hardware mechanisms that measure its parameters.
Realistic DRAM System with No Prefetching
Introducing a realistic DRAM system breaks the leading loads' abstract view of execution based on constant latency memory. Specifically, memory requests can now have very different latencies depending on whether they contend for DRAM banks and whether they map to the same row. Hence, the abstract view of processor execution relied on by leading loads becomes incorrect and, as we demonstrated in Figure 1 , the predictor becomes ineffective.
Still, in the absence of prefetching, the other premise of leading loads (and stall time) still applies: after sending out a few instruction fetch or data load memory requests the processor eventually stalls. Figure 4 illustrates the abstract view of processor execution when memory latency is allowed to vary. Note that the processor eventually stalls under fetch and load memory requests.
This observation implies that execution time can still be modeled as the sum of a memory component whose latency remains constant under DVFS, and a compute component whose latency under DVFS changes in proportion to cycle time. Hence, the linear DVFS performance model (Equation 1) still applies in the case of a variable access latency memory system.
The introduction of variable memory access latencies, however, complicates the task of measuring the memory component T memory .
We must now calculate how execution time is affected by multiple memory requests with very different behaviors. Some of these requests are serialized (the first returns its data to the chip before the second one enters the memory controller). This serialization may be due to:
1. program dependencies (e.g., pointer chasing), or 2. limited core resources (e.g., if the out-of-order instruction window is too small to simultaneously contain both instructions corresponding to the two memory requests).
Other requests, however, overlap freely.
To estimate T memory in this case, we recognize that in the linear DVFS performance model, T memory is the limit of execution time as chip frequency approaches infinity (or, equivalently, as chip cycle time approaches zero). In that scenario, the execution time equals the length of the longest chain of dependent memory requests that stall the processor (i.e., data loads and instruction fetches). We refer to this chain as the critical path through the memory requests.
To calculate the critical path, we must know which memory requests are dependent (and remain serialized at all frequencies) and which are not. We observe that independent memory requests almost never serialize; the memory controller schedules independent requests as early as possible to overlap their latencies. Hence, we make the following assumption:
If two memory requests are serialized (the first one completes before the second one starts), the second one depends on the first one. 3.1.1. Hardware Mechanism. We now describe CRIT, the hardware mechanism that uses the above assumption to estimate the critical path through load and fetch memory requests. CRIT maintains one global critical path counter P global and, for each outstanding DRAM request i, a critical path timestamp P i . Initially, the counter and timestamps are set to zero. When a request i enters the memory controller, the mechanism copies P global into P i . After some time ΔT the request completes its data transfer over the DRAM bus. At that time, if the request was generated by an instruction fetch or a data load, CRIT sets P global = max(P global , P i + ΔT ). As such, after each fetch or load request i, CRIT updates P global if request i is at the end of the new longest path through the memory requests. Figure 5 illustrates how the mechanism works. We explain the example step by step:
1. At the beginning of the example, P global is zero and the chip is in a compute phase. 2. Eventually, the chip incurs two load misses in the last level cache and generates two memory requests, labeled Load A and Load B. These misses make copies of P global , which is still zero at that time. 3. Load A completes and returns data to the chip. Our mechanism adds the request's latency, denoted as A, to the request's copy of P global . The sum represents the length of the critical path through Load A. Since the sum is greater than P global , which is still zero at that time, the mechanism sets P global to A. 4. Load A's data triggers more instructions in the chip, which generate the Load C request. Load C makes a copy of P global , which now has the value A (the latency of Load A). Initializing the critical path timestamp of Load C with the value A captures the dependence between Load A and Load C: the latency of Load C will eventually be added to that of Load A. 5. Load B completes and ends up with B as its version of the critical path length. Since B is greater than A, B replaces A as the length of the global critical path. 6. Load C completes and computes its version of the critical path length as A + C. Again, since A + C > B, CRIT sets P global to A + C. Note that A + C is indeed the length of the critical path through Load A, Load B, and Load C. 7. We ignore the writeback and the store because they do not cause a processor stall. 8. Finally, the chip generates requests Load D and Load E, which add their latencies to A + C and eventually result in P global = A + C + E.
We can easily verify the example by tracing the longest path between dependent loads, which indeed turns out to be the path through Load A, Load C, and Load D. Note that, in this example, leading loads would incorrectly estimate T memory as A + C + D. 
Realistic DRAM System with Prefetching
Adding a prefetcher to the system changes the effect of DVFS on performance. Figure 6 shows time per instruction (TPI) for 100K retired instructions from bwaves at sixteen different cycle times (666-222 ps or 1.5-4.5 GHz) with a streaming prefetcher enabled. Note that these data points do not admit a linear approximation. This example is one of many where the linear performance model used by leading loads, stall time, and CRIT fails in the presence of prefetching.
The linear performance model fails due to the special nature of prefetching. Unlike demand memory requests, a prefetch request is issued in advance of the instruction that consumes the request's data. A prefetch request is timely if it fills the cache before the consumer instruction accesses the cache. Timely prefetches do not cause processor stalls; hence, their latencies do not affect execution time. Without stalls, however, the processor may generate prefetches at a high rate, exposing another performance limiter: the rate at which the memory system can satisfy memory requests (i.e., the memory bandwidth). 3.2.1. Limited Bandwidth Performance Model. We now describe a performance model, illustrated in Figure 7 , that takes into account the performance limiting effect of finite memory bandwidth exposed by prefetching. This model splits the chip frequency range into two parts:
1. the low frequency range where the DRAM system can service memory requests at a higher rate than the chip generates them, and 2. the high frequency range where the DRAM system cannot service memory requests at the rate they are generated.
In the low frequency range, shown to the right of t crossover in Figure 7 , the prefetcher runs ahead of the demand stream because the DRAM system can satisfy prefetch requests at the rate the prefetcher 
In the high frequency range, shown to the left of t crossover in Figure 7 , the prefetcher fails to run ahead of the demand stream due to insufficient DRAM bandwidth. As the demand stream catches up to the prefetches, some demand requests stall the processor as they demand data that the prefetch requests have not yet brought into the cache. The delay due to these processor stalls is shown as T prefetch stall (t) in the figure.
Note that in the high frequency range the execution time is determined solely by T min memory : the minimum time the DRAM system needs to satisfy all of the memory requests. Therefore, execution time does not depend on chip frequency in this case.
The limited bandwidth DVFS performance model shown in Figure 7 has three parameters:
1. the critical path through non-prefetchable demand memory requests T demand , 2. the number of cycles C compute that the chip spends in the compute phase, and 3. the minimum time T min memory required by the DRAM system to satisfy the observed sequence of memory requests (both demands and prefetches).
Given the values of these parameters, we can estimate the execution time at any other cycle time t as follows:
3.2.2. Measuring Model Parameters. We now describe the hardware mechanisms to measure the parameters of the limited bandwidth DVFS performance model: T demand , C compute , and T min memory . These mechanisms, together with the limited bandwidth DVFS performance model, comprise CRIT+BW-our complete DVFS performance predictor.
We measure T demand in almost the same way as we measure T memory in CRIT (Section 3.1): by calculating the critical path through memory requests. The only difference is that we exclude all prefetch requests and prefetchable demand requests from this calculation (just like we exclude stores and writebacks in CRIT). As shown in Figure 7 , the extra chip stall time due to these prefetching-related requests, T prefetch stall (t), disappears at low frequencies. Therefore, 
We can solve this equation for C compute if we can measure T prefetch stall (t). To this end, we introduce a new hardware counter that tracks the time the processor is stalled while only prefetch requests and prefetchable demand requests are outstanding. With T prefetch stall (t) now known, we have
Recall that T min memory is defined as the minimum time the DRAM system needs to satisfy all of the memory requests. We can calculate T min memory if we can measure the amount of slack T memory slack in the memory system, because
The description of the slack measurement hardware follows. Whenever the memory controller schedules a DRAM command (e.g., "precharge" or "column access"), it must ensure that the command does not violate DRAM timing constraints. Hence, the memory controller can compute the slack of the DRAM command: how much earlier could the DRAM command have been scheduled without violating the DRAM timing constraints. The memory controller accumulates this slack separately for each DRAM bank and for the DRAM bus.
The presence of DRAM slack, however, does not always imply that the DRAM command could have been scheduled earlier. In fact, the slack may be due to the inability of the memory controller to schedule distant memory requests in parallel owing to the finite size of its scheduling window.
We account for this limitation when measuring slack in order to not overpredict the amount of reducible slack. To do this, we reset slack measurement every slack measurement period, which ends whenever the number of memory requests serviced within it reaches the size of the scheduling window. At the end of each slack measurement period, the memory controller finds the least slack among the banks and the bus. The memory controller adds the least slack amount to the global DRAM slack counter T memory slack and resets the bus and bank slack counters, starting a new period. From any cycle time t we can now calculate T min memory using Equation 3. 
Hardware Cost
Methodology
We compare energy saved by CRIT+BW to that of the state-of-the-art (leading loads and stall time) and to three kinds of potential energy savings (computed using offline DVFS policies). Before presenting the results, we justify our choice of energy as the efficiency metric, describe our simulation methodology, explain how we compute potential energy savings, and discuss our choice of benchmarks.
Efficiency Metric
Our choice of efficiency metric is driven solely by the need to evaluate DVFS performance predictors. As such, the efficiency metric must be implementable by a simple DVFS controller (so that most of the benefit comes from DVFS performance prediction) and must allow comparisons to optimal results. Note that we are not evaluating the usefulness of DVFS itself. We choose energy (or, equivalently, 3 performance per watt) by eliminating the other metrics from the set of the four commonly used ones: energy, energy delay product (EDP), energy delay-squared product (ED 2 P), and execution time.
We eliminate EDP and ED 2 P because they complicate DVFS performance predictor evaluation by 1) requiring another predictor in the DVFS controller, and 2) precluding comparisons to optimal results. Specifically, these metrics have the undesirable property that the optimal frequency for an execution interval depends on the behavior of the rest of execution. Therefore, the DVFS controller must keep track of past long-term application behavior and predict future long-term application behavior in addition to short-term DVFS performance prediction we are evaluating. The necessity of this additional prediction makes it hard to isolate the benefits of DVFS performance prediction in the results. This undesirable property also makes simulating an oracle DVFS controller infeasible, precluding comparisons to optimal results. Sazeides et al. [35] discuss these issues in greater detail.
We eliminate execution time as not applicable to chip-level DVFS. In this scenario, optimizing execution time does not require a performance prediction: the optimal frequency is simply the highest frequency.
Therefore, of the four common efficiency metrics, only energy is suitable for our evaluation.
Simulation Methodology
4.2.1. Timing Model. We use a cycle-accurate simulator of an x86 superscalar out-of-order processor. The simulator models port contention, queuing effects, and bank conflicts throughout the cache 3 Energy and performance per watt are equivalent in the sense that in any execution interval, the same operating point is optimal for both metrics.
Component
Parameter hierarchy and includes a detailed DDR3 SDRAM model. Table 2 lists the baseline processor configuration.
Power Model.
We model three major system power components: chip power, DRAM power, and other power (fan, disk, etc.). We model chip power using McPAT 0.8 [26] extended to support DVFS. Specifically, to generate power results for a specific chip frequency f , we: We model DRAM power using CACTI 6.5 [30] and use a constant static power as a proxy for the rest of system power. Table 3 details the power parameters of the system. 4.2.3. DVFS Controller. Every 100K retired instructions, the DVFS controller chooses a chip frequency for the next 100K instructions. 4 Specifically, the controller chooses the frequency estimated to cause the least system energy consumption. To estimate energy consumption at a candidate frequency f while running at f 0 , the controller:
1. obtains measurements of
, and • other system power P other ( f 0 ) for the previous 100K instructions from hardware performance counters and power sensors, 2. obtains a prediction of execution time T ( f ) for the next 100K instructions from the performance predictor (either leading loads, stall time, or CRIT+BW), 3 . calculates chip dynamic energy E chip dynamic ( f 0 ) and DRAM dynamic energy E DRAM dynamic ( f 0 ) for the previous interval using E = PT ,
. and finally calculates total estimated system energy
To isolate the effect of DVFS performance predictor accuracy on energy savings, we do not simulate delays associated with switching between frequencies. Accounting for these delays requires an additional prediction of whether the benefits of switching outweigh the cost. If the accuracy of that prediction is low, it could hide the benefits of high performance prediction accuracy, and vice versa.
Offline Policies
We model three offline DVFS controller policies: dynamic optimal, static optimal, and perfect memoryless.
The dynamic optimal policy places a lower bound on energy consumption. We compute this bound as follows:
1. run the benchmark under study at each chip frequency, 2. for each interval, find the minimum consumed energy across all frequencies, 3. total the per-interval minimum energies.
The static optimal policy chooses the chip frequency that minimizes energy consumed by the benchmark under study, subject to the constraint that frequency must remain the same throughout the run. The difference between dynamic and static optimal results yields potential energy savings due to benchmark phase behavior.
The perfect memoryless policy simulates a perfect memoryless performance predictor. We call a predictor memoryless if it assumes that for each chip frequency, performance during the next interval equals performance during the last interval. This assumption makes sense for predictors that do not "remember" any state (other than the measurements from the last interval); hence the name "memoryless." Note that all predictors discussed in this paper are memoryless. For each execution interval, the perfect memoryless policy chooses the chip frequency that would minimize energy consumption during the previous interval.
The perfect memoryless policy provides a quasi-optimal 5 bound on energy saved by memoryless predictors. A large difference between dynamic optimal and perfect memoryless results indicates that a memoryless predictor cannot handle the frequency of phase changes in the benchmark under study. Getting the most energy savings out of such benchmarks may require "memoryful" predictors that can detect and predict application phases. 6 We leave such predictors to future work.
Benchmarks
We simulate SPEC 2006 benchmarks compiled using the GNU Compiler Collection version 4.3.6 with the -O3 option. We run each benchmark with the reference input set for 200M retired instructions selected using Pinpoints [32] . 4.4.1. Benchmark Classification. To simplify the analysis of the results, we classify the benchmarks based on their memory intensity and the number of prefetch requests they trigger. We define a benchmark as memory-intensive if it generates more than 3 last level cache misses per thousand instructions (with no prefetching). We define a benchmark as prefetch-heavy if it triggers more than 5 prefetch requests per thousand instructions. The resulting benchmark classes are the same across all simulated frequencies.
Results
We show results for two configurations: with prefetching turned off and with a streaming prefetcher. In both cases, we show normalized energy reduction relative to the energy consumed at 3.7 GHz, the most energy-efficient static frequency across SPEC 2006 (which happens to be the same for both cases).
Before analyzing the results, we first explain their presentation using Figure 8 as an example. Note that, for each benchmark, the figure shows five bars within a wide box. The height of the box represents dynamic optimal energy reduction. Since no other DVFS policy can save more energy than dynamic optimal, we can use this box to bound the other five bars. The five bars inside the box represent energy reduction due to 1) leading loads, 2) stall time, 3) CRIT+BW, 4) optimal static DVFS policy, and 5) perfect memoryless DVFS policy. This plot design allows for easy comparisons of realized and potential gains for each benchmark and simplifies comparison of potential gains across benchmarks at the same time. Figure 8 shows realized and potential energy savings across thirteen memory-intensive workloads. On average, CRIT+BW and stall time realize 5.5% and 5.1% out of potential 7.1% energy savings, whereas leading loads only realizes 3%. For completeness, Figure 9 shows energy savings for low memory intensity benchmarks (note the difference in scale).
Realistic DRAM with No Prefetching
The subpar energy savings by leading loads are due to its constant memory access latency approximation. As described in Section 2.2.1, leading loads accumulates the latency of the first load in each cluster of simultaneous memory requests to compute the memory component T memory of total execution time T . It turns out that in such clusters, the leading load latency is usually less than that of the other requests. In fact, this is the case in all memory-intensive benchmarks except libquantum and lbm; in these eleven benchmarks the average leading load latency is only 74% of the average latency of the other memory requests. This discrepancy is due to the fact that the first memory request in a cluster is unlikely to contend with another request for a DRAM bank, whereas the later requests in the cluster likely have to wait for the earlier ones to free up the DRAM banks. This underestimate of T memory results in subpar energy savings, exemplified by bwaves and cactusADM on which leading loads actually consumes more energy than the baseline.
The fact that stall time beats leading loads supports our original argument that DVFS performance predictors must be designed for and evaluated with a realistic memory system. Both our experiments and prior work [12, 20] show that when evaluated with a constant access latency memory, leading loads saves more energy than stall time. Evaluation of the two predictors with a realistic DRAM system, however, shows this conclusion to be incorrect.
Note that CRIT+BW, the mechanism we derived from an abstract view of execution in Section 3, outperforms stall time, a mechanism based on a less precise view of execution, by a relatively small margin (5.5% vs. 5.1% energy saved). It is unclear, however, whether the approximations that make stall time work will hold in all configurations. Figure 10 shows realized and potential energy reduction across ten prefetch-heavy benchmarks with a streaming prefetcher enabled. On average, CRIT+BW realizes 5% out of potential 7.6% energy savings, whereas stall time and leading loads only realize 1.8% and less than 0.1%, respectively. For completeness, Figure 11 shows energy savings for prefetch-light benchmarks (note the difference in scale). 5.2.1. Prediction Example. To provide insight into why CRIT+BW bests the competition on prefetch-heavy workloads, we analyze performance predictions generated by all three predictors for an interval of bwaves, the prefetch-heavy benchmark we use to motivate the limited bandwidth DVFS performance model in Section 3.2. Figure 12 contrasts the performance predictions generated by CRIT+BW, leading loads, and stall time. In particular, the figure shows:
Realistic DRAM with Stream Prefetching
1. sixteen thick dots representing measured time per instruction (TPI) at sixteen frequencies, 2. a dashed line showing TPI predicted by both leading loads and stall time while running at 1.9 GHz, and 3. a solid curve showing TPI predicted by CRIT+BW while running at 1.9 GHZ.
Note that all three predictions for low frequencies (right half of the figure) are identical. The reason lies in the highly streaming nature of bwaves that enables the prefetcher to eliminate all demand misses in the interval. Therefore, all three predictors estimate the memory On the other hand, predictions for higher frequencies diverge; CRIT+BW predicts that TPI saturates at 188 ps per instruction, whereas leading loads and stall time still predict performance to scale proportionally with frequency. Comparing the predictions to measured TPI demonstrates that accounting for limited memory bandwidth allows CRIT+BW to be more accurate than both leading loads and stall time.
Due to this prediction inaccuracy, a DVFS controller using either leading loads or stall time has to act on skewed estimates of energy consumption at high frequencies. Specifically, the controller may choose a high frequency and waste a lot of power for no performance benefit, losing out on potential energy savings. 5.2.2. Power and Performance Tradeoff. Figure 13 details how CRIT+BW trades off power and performance to reduce energy. The figure plots performance delta versus power delta (normalized to performance and power achieved at the baseline 3.7 GHz frequency). The diagonal line consists of points where performance and power deltas are equal, resulting in the same energy as the baseline.
CRIT+BW trades off power and performance differently across workloads. On GemsFDTD, bwaves, and leslie, CRIT+BW spends extra power for even more performance, while on lbm, mcf, milc, omnetpp, soplex, and sphinx3 CRIT+BW allows performance to dip to save more power.
Note that CRIT+BW improves performance and saves power on libquantum. CRIT+BW does so by exploiting libquantum's phase behavior. In some phases, CRIT+BW spends extra power for more performance; in others, it makes the opposite choice. On average, both performance and power consumption improve.
Analysis of lbm
With and without prefetching, lbm stands out due to its large potential energy savings which are not fully realized by CRIT+BW and the other predictors. The reasons, however, are different for each case.
Without prefetching, the reason lies in the peculiar nature of the benchmark. The majority (84%) of memory requests in lbm are stores and writebacks, which do not stall the processor. At high frequencies, however, the load memory requests are more likely to contend with these stores and writebacks for DRAM banks, taking more time to complete and thus violating the linear DVFS performance model assumption that T memory stays the same across frequencies. This leads CRIT+BW (and the other predictors) to underestimate the performance effect of memory at high frequencies.
With prefetching, the reason lies in the details of memory request scheduling. At high frequencies, lbm floods the memory system with prefetches; this large number of memory requests allows the memory controller to make better scheduling decisions and reduce the number of row conflicts by up to 61%. The slack approach to estimating T min memory does not take this effect into account, resulting in an overestimate of T min memory .
Summary
When evaluated on an out-of-order processor featuring a streaming prefetcher and a realistic DRAM system, CRIT+BW realizes 65% of dynamically optimal energy savings (75% of perfect memoryless energy savings) across all SPEC 2006 workloads, compared to only 34% (40%) for stall time and 12% (14%) for leading loads.
Related Work
To our knowledge, this paper is the first to propose a DVFS performance predictor designed to work with a realistic DRAM system. Specifically, our predictor addresses two characteristics of realistic DRAM systems which make DVFS performance prediction difficult: varying memory request latencies and prefetching, neither of which are considered by the state-of-the-art [12, 20, 34] .
We have already compared our predictor to leading loads and stall time. Here we briefly discuss three major areas of related work: performance and power prediction for DVFS, analytical performance models, and phase prediction.
Performance and Power Prediction for DVFS
Most prior papers on DVFS performance and power prediction [5-8, 10, 25, 29] address the problem above the microarchitectural level and do not explore hardware modification. Hence, these approaches can only use already existing hardware performance counters as inputs to their performance and power models. These counters were not designed to predict the performance impact of DVFS and thus do not work well for that purpose. Hence, these papers resort to statistical [5] [6] [7] [8] 25] and machine learning [10, 29] techniques.
In contrast, we design new hardware counters with the explicit goal of aiding DVFS performance prediction. This approach was introduced by leading loads [12, 20, 34] and stall time [12, 20] proposals and extended to power prediction by Spiliopoulos et al. [38] .
The tradeoff between these two general approaches is as follows: statistical and machine learning techniques are easier to apply to complex prediction scenarios (e.g., per-core DVFS); however, our approach of designing new hardware counters builds on an understanding of the underlying microarchitectural effects that ensures robust predictions even for applications never seen before.
Analytical Performance Models
Traditional analytical performance models [4, 11, 13, 14, 19, 27, 31, 37, 39] have a different purpose than the commonly used linear DVFS performance model and our limited bandwidth DVFS performance model. Specifically, traditional analytical models are used to gain insight into the performance bottlenecks of modeled architectures and drive design space exploration. These models are evaluated offline and target only a first order performance estimate. A DVFS performance model, on the other hand, is an analytical performance model evaluated at runtime by the operating system or the hardware power management unit and has to be accurate to be useful.
Phase Prediction
Phase detection and prediction mechanisms [17, 18, 36, 42] can help improve DVFS performance prediction accuracy and hence the overall utility of DVFS. Specifically, a DVFS mechanism can benefit from phase prediction by triggering re-training of the DVFS performance predictor in the beginning of each phase, and switching to the predicted optimal operating point for the rest of the phase.
Conclusions
We have shown that a DVFS performance predictor must be designed with an accurate model of the memory system in mind.
We demonstrated quantitatively that previously proposed DVFS performance predictors, designed with an over-simplified view of the memory system (e.g., assuming a constant access latency or disregarding prefetching), generate inaccurate performance predictions and lose out on potential energy savings. In particular, we have shown that the commonly used linear DVFS performance model breaks down in the presence of prefetching because it does not account for finite memory bandwidth.
To address these problems, we have 1) developed the limited bandwidth DVFS performance model that takes memory bandwidth into account, and 2) proposed CRIT+BW, a low cost mechanism that accurately predicts the performance impact of frequency scaling in the presence of a realistic memory system, realizing 65% of the potential energy savings.
